
I Do My Thing
Count: 32 Wall: 2 Level: Improver

Choreographer: Gregory Danvoie (BEL) - May 2024
Music: Do My Thing - Oh The Larceny

S1. Brush forward, brush back, behind, side, cross, heel forward X2, sailor step with 1/8 turn
1-2 RF brush forward to the R diagonal, RF brush back (01:30)
3&4 RF cross behind LF, LF step to the L side, RF cross over LF (12:00)
5-6 LF tap heel forward to the to the L forward diagonal X2 (10:30)
7&8 LF cross behind RF with 1/8 turn to the L, RF step slightly to the R, LF step slightly forward

(09:00)

S2. Step out, clap, step out, clap, coaster step, rock forward, recover, coaster step with ½ turn
1&2& RF step forward to the R diagonal (out), clap in your hands, LF step forward to the L diagonal

(out), clap in your hands (09:00)
3&4 RF step back, LF step next to RF, RF step forward
5-6 LF rock forward, recover on RF
7&8 LF step back, RF step forward with ½ turn to the R, LF step forward (03:00)

S3. Charleston, Dorothy, cross rock, recover
1-2 RF touch forward, RF step back (03:00)
3-4 LF touch back, LF step forward
5-6& RF step forward to the R diagonal, LF cross behind RF, RF step forward to the R diagonal

(04:30)
7-8 LF cross rock over RF, recover on L (04:30)

S4. Step forward with 3/8 turn, step back with ½ turn, shuffle with ½ turn, step forward, pivot with ¼ turn, kick
ball change
1-2 LF step forward with 3/8 turn to the L (12:00), RF step back with ½ turn to the L (06:00)
3&4 LF shuffle forward with ½ turn to the L (12:00)
5&6 RF step forward, pivot with ¼ turn to the L (09:00)
7&8 RF kick forward, RF step next to LF, LF step slightly forward (09:00)
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